You will be an awesome school nurse.

I can tell you like a challenge.

Most kids will see **school nurses** more than any other type of nurse during their entire childhood.

You’ll go beyond head lice, colds, and scraped knees to manage complex chronic needs and often be the first to assess mental health issues.

You might be the only one who can help children get life-saving care, sometimes even outside of school.

In this public health career, you support a culture of health for a whole community.

Be a child’s advocate.

Be a school nurse.
You will be an awesome school nurse.

Like a challenge?

As a **school nurse**, you have a chance to help a whole community every day.

You’ll make sure kids with complex health needs can stay in school. You’ll inspire all students to make healthy choices.

Sometimes you might be the only one who can help kids get life-saving care outside of school.

Want to help hundreds of kids and their families every year?

**Be a hero.**

**Be a school nurse.**
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